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Longitudinal space-charge forces can be neglected in computer simulations of slowly curving 
quasilaminar electron beams. A particle-mesh-type algorithm for transverse space-charge forces 
is developed, and great simplification in numerical calculation of asymmetric electron beams is 
demonstrated. Some typical examples for kinescope beams are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Accurate manipulation of electron beams is the key to 
design of many electron-optics devices such as CRT tubes, 
accelerators, etc. The advent of the digital computer has 
made it possible to calculate the trajectories of key electrons 
in the beam under the influence of the electromagnetic fields 
created inside the device by external sources. The inclusion, 
however, of the mutual Coulomb-repulsion forces of the 
dectrons (space charge) makes the calculation nonlinear and 
therefore greatly increases the calculation time and expense. 
The numerical solution of the ensuing trajectory equations 
then requires a number of iterations; each iteration solves a 
trajectory equation with space-charge forces inferred from 
the solution of the previous iteration. Suppose N electron 
trajectories are to be calculated numerically, and each trajec
tory requires L / t:.z = / steps. In the absence of space-charge 
forces, Nl fields and potentials must be calculated in total 
(each field has three components, moreover). The inclusion 
of space-charge forces increases this number of fields and 
potentials to MN 2l (where M is the number of iterations). 
Aside from the extra factor MN, the calculation is also made 
more difficult by the need to avoid lIr-type singularities in 
the Coulomb forces. 

We show that it is possible to ignore the longitudinal 
space-charge force component for thin dectron beams. This 
removes the need for iteration; i.e., reduces the space-charge 
cal.culation by a factor M. Also, the relative smoothness of 
transverse space-charge forces (with respect to interparticle 
distances) makes it possible to formulate a "particle-mesh 
force" algorithm of the type defined by Hockney and 
Eastwood. I The factor N 2 is then reduced to nN, where n is a 
mesh number much less thanN. The algorithm is particular
ly useful for intricate "pencil" beams, e.g., as in kinescopes 
where lensing action mixes an initial thennal distribution of 
electrons into a long, quasilamina~ beam of electron trajec
tories. The beam may curve slowly with respect to its diame
ter; however, its perveance should not become too large (se~ 
Appendix A). Most important, no symmetry properties are 
assumed. 

H. NEGLECT OF lONGiTUDINAL SPACE-CHARGE 
fORCES 

Let the beam be characterized by a smooth charge den
sity p(r) which is not a function of time. The nonrelativistic 

-I This work was performed while the author was still at RCA Laboratories 
Princeton, NJ 08540. ' 

equations of motion are, for r = (rr,z), 

r = - (e/m) [E(rr,z) + rXBo(rr,z)J, 

(1) 
DH,(z)/Dz=O, 

where HI(z) = m(r + r})/2 - e<I>(rr,z) is the single-particle 
Hamiltonian, e is the electron charge, cf> is the electrostatic 
potential, E = - Vet> is the electrostatic field, and Do is an 
externally applied magnetic field (the small induced field at r 
due to other particle motion is neglected). The second equa
tion expresses conservation of H,(z) along a trajectory. The 
time dependence can be replaced by dependence on z (de
noted by primes) through 

(2) 
r r = rr~ + ! (tJil / dz)rT' 

and r can be repl.aced by potentials, using HI(z) = HI(O). 
The problem lies in the fact that the field E(rr,z) is a solution 
of the Poisson equation, 

VoE(r) = Eo- I p(r). (3) 

where €o is the vacuum dielectric pennittivity. However, p(r) 
is detennined by the trajectories of the electrons so that Eqs. 
(1) and (3) are coupled when space-charge forces are not neg
ligible. The usual method of solution is iterative; the nth 
trajectory calculations use the charge density inferred from 
the (n - 1 )st trajectories. 

For the appHcations under consideration, an electron 
beam changes direction slowly, i.e., the local radius of curva
ture is large compared to the local diameter. The location r in 
the beam can be decomposed into a set of locally orthogonal 
coordinates r = (S'~ ), :vhere ? is a unit vector in the main 
~xia1 direction and S x ,Sy are two others in a plane nonnal to 
;. The transverse space-charge approximation rests on the 
assumption that pIs,s ) depends only weakly upon ;. In gen
eral, however, the space-charge field Esp(r) can be obtained 
from the integral fonn ofEq. (3), 

v () 1 f d3 ( r - r l 
F~.p r = -- rIP.r" 3' 

%€o Ir-rtl 
(4) 

but when ap/ a; I = 0, this simplified to the area integral over 
a cross section of the beam at ;1 = ;: 

E.p (5,;) = 2:Eof d2
sp(s,;) 1:~:1112' (5) 

This removes the iterative coupling because Esp (r) then de-
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pends only upon the past history of the trajectories so that 
the step from rr(z) to rr(z + Az) does not require anything 
other than knowledge of local initial conditions. Equations 
(I), (2), and (5) can then be solved in a noniterative straight
forward numerical procedure. 

The approximation apla;1 = 0 in Eq. (4) does require 
that trajectory directions do not differ drastically from? I' 
and also that acceleration not be very large along the beam. 
The magnitude of the spaccxharge forces also playa role 
because these cause the electrons to diverge from each other, 
which affects P(S';2) for ;2> ; I' A criterion is given in Ap
pendix A for the restriction upon space-charge forces. These 
restrictions are not serious in kinescope drift regions, nor in 
lensing regions where the acceleration along the beam direc
tion is slow over a length of several diameters, and where 
beam perveance is small. 

ill. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALGORITHM 

The elimination of time from Eqs. (1) and (2) transforms 
the trajectory equations into a set of ordinary second-order 
differential equations in Z with initial conditions, if approxi
mation (5) is valid. Whether linear multistep or single-step 
Runge-Kutta methods3 are used, we can illustrate what is 
involved by considering an equivalent set of difference equa
tions: 

ritz + Az) = ritz) + r;(z)Az +! r;'{z)Az2, 

r;{z + Az) = r;(z) + r;'(z)Az, 

r;'(z) =!{E[r/(z)], Bo, r;j. 

(6) 

The functional dependence of r7(z) need not be specified in 
detail here; it follows from Eqs. (1), (2), and (5). In particle
partic1e4 methods, the beam is represented by N trajectories, 

I 

[ 
1 (I I + if) 1 (1 1+ s7) Ex(r)=K -Ifln -2-- - -I/ln -2--
2 I;+if 2 t;+s7 

each with characteristic charge qj (1 <j<.N). The space
charge part of the field E[ri(z)] acting upon particle i can 
then be written as 

E~~==Esp [ritz)] 

1 N Si - S' N 
= - 2: qj ~ 2 = 2: Ell (7) 

21TEO }=1 IS;-Sjl }=I 

in terms of the locally orthogonal locations Sj of the jth tra
jectory from trajectory i. The j = i term must be excluded, 
and q} is conserved along a representative trajectory. The 
solution of Eq. (6) for one step Az requires !N (N - I) ca1cu
lationsofEij' hence roughly N 2L 12Azca1culations (whereL 
is the total path length) are needed. This poses two problems: 
not only is N 2 a large number, but also N would have to be 
chosen extremely large in order to ensure that near singulari
ties for Sj close to s; are balanced out by other near trajector
ies. 

Particle-mesh methods5 offer an attractive alternative. 
Consider for illustrative purposes only that the beam travels 
in the z direction and let r = (x,y,O) be the transverse coordi
nate. Define a square mesh in a plane normal to z, and let M 
mesh squares cover the cross section of the beam. Define a 
mesh density 

1 N 
Pj = -2 L q;O[r/(z) - Rj(z)] , (8) 

h ;=1 

where Rj(z) is the center ofthejth mesh square with area h 2, 

and 0 (fl - ( 2) is zero when lx, - x21 >h 12 or IYI - Y21 
> h 12, and unity otherwise. The new densities should be 
smoothly varying, and each mesh square should contain 
many trajectories. Using Eq. (5), one finds for the space
charge fields at f due to a square of area h 2 centered at rj with 
uniform charge density Pj 

+ lst [arctan(lflsf ) - arctan(tJsf)] - lsi [arctan(trls;} - arctan(tJs;)] ], (9) 

s/ = X - Xj + !h, If = Y - Yj + ! h, Sj = x - Xi - ! h, 1/ = Y - Yj - ! h, K = h 2p/211'€0. 

A similar expression holds for Ey (r). Equation (9) suggests 
the following interpolation formulas for Esp (r ,z): 

E [r(z) 1 - K ~ r - rj(z) (1 ) 
sp J - £.. I ()1 2 h 2/ • 0 

j = I r - rj z + 11' 

Each term ofEq. (10) has the same limiting value as r-rj(z) 
or as r-oo as the corresponding fonn ofEq. (9); the compu
tational advantage of Eq. (10) over Eq. (9) consists of not 
needing to evaluate a number oflogarithms and arctangents 
for each term. The major discrepancies between Eqs. (10) 
and (9) occur at distances Ir - r(zll-! h, as illustrated in Fig. 
1 which plots the ratio of the x component ofEq. (9) to that of 
one term ofEq. (10) for K = 1, h = 1. Therefore, Eq. (lO)wiU 
converge towards the correct answer as h-o providing h 
does not become so small that the graininess of chosen elec-
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tron trajectories becomes a factor (see Appendix R). 

IV. SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The simplest space-charge problem is the expansion of 
an axially symmetric uniform laminar beam containing cur
rent I and with initial waist radius RO.6 The radius at dis
tance z, R (z), is given analytically by Eq. (A2), and the expan
sion factor r(z)/r(0) of any core of initial width r(0) is a 
constant at fixed z. A test case was chosen in a 3.5 rnA beam 
of initial radius Ro = 50 (in arbitrary units). The electron 
velocity was chosen to be equivalent to 30 keY. At 
z = 13 500 units, Eqs. (A2) yield an expansion factor 1.3522 
(to a four-decimal-place accuracy). The numerical results for 
r(z) are given in Fig. 2 as a function of 1'(z) = 1.3522 r(0). The 
beam was discretized into 16 circle sectors, each of which 
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FIG. 1. Ratio of exact to approximated Ex 
space-charge field (in a plane) from a uni
form unit square vs x distance from its cen
ter for y distance 0(0), 0.2(X). 0.4(,.6). 0.6 
(0),0.8(*), 1.0(0), and 2.O(r). 

I.O-+~~~~~rMM+--~--~~~n+--~--~~~~ 

10-2 10-1 

X DIFFERENCE 

was divided into 18 annular pieces of equal radial width. The 
space-charge mesh consisted of 169 squares. While that 
choice means only a few electrons per mesh square. the regu
larity of the discretization avoids the pitfalls of granularity, 
and Fig. 2 shows a good representation of the laminar beam 
in only five steps in the z direction. Figure 3 shows predic
tions of several electron landing positions in a typical kine
scope drift-region beam discretized into 1500-1600 repre
sentative trajectories. These data are for a 3.5 mA beam with 
velocity of the electrons very close to 25 ke V, and the drift 
distance is 13.5 in. along the axis. Radial symmetry has been 

80 

60 

20 

~. 

o~----,----r-----r----.-----r---_.----, 
o II 20 30 40' 50 60 70 

NUMfRlCAL R 

FIG. 2. Comparison of space-charge expansion of a uniform laminar beam 
under the transverse-force algorithm to the analytical result (ordinate) for 
expansion constant;:::: 1.3522. The full line would coincide with the 4S·line 
if there were perfect agreement. 
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to 

chosen for simplicity, although no use has been made of it. 
An initial phasespace7 (consisting of values of x, x',y,y', and 
charge density q for each beamlet) is prepared at the entrance 
to the drift region. This phase space is quite distorted from a 
typical input cathode phase space because the electrons have 
passed through a number of electrostatic lenses and have 
also undergone aberrations. Moreover, the input phase 
space at the cathode is complicated by a thermal distribution 
of emitted electrons. The details are discussed elsewhere.8 

Figure 3 compares the unapproximated numerical calcula
tion based upon Eq. (4) with an axisymmetric space-charge 

10 x 
# 

5 
'tJ .,x e 
E 
g I 

0 -t-~ 
o -# 

legend 
~ x EL!I' 

?:i: .. ~ I o masH-Z5 
0:: d -5 A masH-068 

Q masH-81 

<> masH - 121 

-10 r--I 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 20 ~ 60 ~ ~ 

COORD\tWE m'ls 

FIG. 3. Comparison r' = dr/dz vs r of selected kinescope electrons after a 
drift of 13.5' at 25 keV for various values of the number of mesh squares 
NMESH (I mil = 0.001 in). The ELOP values are calculated from an unap
proximated Poisson equation. 
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program ELOp9 to diverse calculations based upon Eq. (5) 
with the algorithm of this paper. Various choices of the num
ber of mesh squares are shown. The smoothness of the space
charge forces is apparent in this type of beam because the 
results for NMESH = 121 (121 squares) hardly differ from 
those for NMESH = 25 (25 squares). Moreover. there is 
good agreement everywhere with the ELOP calculation. ex
cept for a very weak edge beamlet that is highly aberrated. 
Further comparisons entail calculations of beam current 
densities. but these are discussed in a companion paperlO as 
the problem of beam representation is a topic in its own 
right. 

A typical simulation of 1519 trajectories over 11 z steps 
with a space-charge grid of 49 squares required 18 CPU se
conds on an IBM 3081 computer. We estimate that a full
scale three-dimensional space-charge calculation in a similar 
particle-particle simulation would require of the order of 
3000 cpu seconds on the same computer. 10 unless simplified 
analytical calculations are considered. 11-13 Hence it appears 
that reasonably accurate simulations of electron beams at 
low cost are quite feasible with the algorithm. 14 

APPENDiX A: NEGLECT OF LONGITUDINAL SPACE
CHARGE fiELD 

In order to study restrictions upon the approximation of 
Eq. (4) by Eq. (5). consider an axisymmetric laminar beam of 
transversely uniform density p(z) with a waist of radius Ro at 
Z = o. Then the x component of the space-charge field. ac
cording to Eq. (4). is 

E,,(r) = -l-fdZrIJ"" dZIP(Zl) 
41rE"0 - "" 

X X-XI 

[(r - rl)Z + (z - z/)Zp12 . 
(AI) 

By usingp(z/) = j(zl)lzl = (ml2e) I 12 j(ZI)/<I>I/Z under the as
sumption that $ is the velocity in eV andj(zl) is the current 
density in the Z I plane. we note that the insertion of Eq. (A 1) 
into Eq. (I). for Eo = O. leads to the well-known I~ expression 
for the beam radius Ro(z) at z: 

Ro(z)==Ro exp W 2
• 

iW 

dt et
' = K ~n.zIRo. 

Kp==fJII4<1>3/2, !3=(m/2e)/ 12/21TE"0, 

(A2) 

where 1= 1TR ~ itO) is the total current, and Kp is the per
veance (a welt-known measure of space-charge force in a 
beam). An important feature ofEq. (A2). and of Gauss' law. 
is that a laterally uniform beam at Z = 0 remains so at other 
values of z. Now apply Eq. (A 1) at z = O. r = Ito (i.e .• at the 
edge of the beam): 
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that Kp:i2IR~<I. Eq. (A2) is well approximated by 
Ro(z) = Ro + Kp:i21 Ro. and it is quite obvious that z = L 12 
can be quite large in the above sense if Kp is sufficiently 
small. From this and from the homogeneity of the beam at all 
z it follows that to first order. for Izl <L 12. 

p(z):::::11 + Kp:i2IR ~)-2p(O). (A4) 

Let the new variable t = zilKa - rll in Eq. (A3) and insert 
Eq. (A4). We obtain 

E = p(O) fd 2r X-Xl G[K ID -r 121R2] (AS) "2 I ID 12 P £'0 I o· 1TEo "'0 - r l 

G(Q)::::: 1"" dt(l + Qt Z)-2(1 + t 2)-312, 

and Q is an abbreviation for the product Kp IRo - r /IZI R ~. 
The extension of the upper bound of the integra! to infinity is 
no problem due to the rapid falloff of the integrand with t. 
The G (Q ) integral can be given in closed form. 

G _ 1 + Q/2 Q(I- Q/4) In( 1- (1- Q)1/2) 
(Q)- (1_Q)2 + (l_Q)5Iz 1+(1_Q)1/2' 

(A6) 

which can be expanded for small Q into the series. 

G(Q) = I + Qln Q+ (3/2 + ln4)Q+ O(Q2InQ) + .... 

(A7) 

Hence G (Q) = I is a good approximation for Q< I, and the 
error is of order Q In Q. Because Q $ K p it follows that the 
error in setting G (Q) = 1 is of order Kp In Kp. and also that 
E" is approximated well by Eq. (5). So even in the most favor
able case of a laminar beam. there is a restriction on beam 
perveance that limits the validity of neglecting longitudinal 
space-charge forces. 

APPENDiX B: ACCURACY OF THE SPACE-CHARGE 
FIELD ESTIMATE 

The use of Eq. (to) instead of Eq. (5) involves several 
approximations. These are examined here in some more de
tail. Consider a mesh square of area S = h 2 in the cross sec
tion of the beam and assume z is the beam axis of importance 
for simplicity. The integral of importance is 

E,,(r) = L dZr1P(r/)G,,(r - r l ). (:Bl) 

where Gx(r - r1) = (x - xl)/lr - rd z• and r is the point 
where space-charge due to the square is measured. Define 

<p)=~ f d 2r 1P(r l ). Q(r)=~ r d 2r/G,,(r-r1). 
h 1 h Js 

(B2) 

and let Q(r)==(x - x1)/[lr - rllz + h 211T]. It is easily seen 
that (Bt) can be rewritten as 

E,,(r) = (p}Q(r) + h 2(p)[Q(r) - Q(r)] 

+ Is d 2r1{p(r/) - (p}JGx(r-r/). PH) 

The first term is the approximation Eq. (to). and the remain
ing terms are the error estimates. Figure I shows that the 
second term is negligible. except for an area around 
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Ir - rd -h /2 that decreases in proportion to the rest as 
h-D. The third term also vanishes as h-o provided the 
mesh square contains many trajectories so that (p) is 
smoothly varying from the one square to the next. 
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